
Detailed description of topics & concepts to be covered in  

Enlightenment plan 

Intensive Trading Training Programme 

(25-30 hrs. Approx.) 
 

 Basics & fundamentals of markets (in great detail). 

 What is a price chart…? & its types 

 Why is time equivalently important to price action…? 

 What is technical analysis? 

 Say no for unwanted elements  indicators, oscillators, etc... (concise). 

 What is a trend…? 

 What is Elliott Wave principle...? (detailed). 

 How do waves develop…? 

 Why does EWP work...? 

 What is degree…? (very important) 

 Legends for labeling Elliott patterns in chart. 

 How to define & identify trends…? 

 Classification of trends (great in detail-about motive & corrective takes 6 hours at least). 

 

 

Motive waves 

 Introduction. 

 Classification (impulses & diagonal triangles). 

 Diagonal triangles (types). 

 Characteristics. 

 Expansion (w.r.t Fibonacci). 

 Concept of truncation. 

 

Corrective waves  

 Introduction. 

 Classification (simple & complex). 

 Simple (Flats & zig-zags). 



 Triangle in detail, Contracting  Ascending, Descending, 

Symmetric & Expanding (incl. type 1 and type 2 in all 

subdivisions). 

 Why & where do triangles occur…?  

 Thrust measurement in all types of triangles. 

 Complex combinations in corrections (double & triple threes). 

 Expansion characteristics (w.r.t Fibonacci). 

 

Guidelines for wave formation (in great detail) 

 Rule of Alternation. 

 Depth of corrective waves. 

 Rule of Equality. 

 Rule of Channeling (Type 1 & type 2).  

 Rule of Volume. 

 

 How to identify trends using Elliott patterns….? 

 Individual wave personality. 

 What signals trend continuation & trend exhaustion (new trend formation/counter 

trend) …? 

 How to calculate the time frame necessary for an existing or fore coming trend to 

achieve its target…? 

 What is it to do with MATH & geometry for markets…? 

Fibonacci 

 Introduction to Fibonacci 

 How to calculate Fibo numbers  The mean concept of golden 

ratio. 

 Retracements & Extensions (incl. ratio calculations & target 

expectancy). 

 Why markets retrace prior price movement…? 

 Major correlation and significance of Fibonacci with respect to 

Elliott patterns. 

 How to plot them correctly…? 

 

 Calculation of Price target & stop loss for a position in a trend (detailed). 

 Understanding various clues hidden in price chart 

 Confirming all step analysis for taking a trade successfully. 

 How to construct a precise compendium for an effective trade plan…? 



How to hedge profitably (master stroke for any profitable trader) 

our exclusive apart from EWP...? 

 Alternate trades in opposite trends 

 How to go short on longs or long on shorts for particular trends…? 

 How to make most of the money in corrections by application of 

all rules…? 

 Framing cautious entry and exit points in corrections. 

 

 Money management. 

 Risk management. 

 Trading styles (breakout/constant-stable/pre-safe). 

 Assistance in identifying your very own trading style. 

 

 

* Training is separate & Will be continued until customer satisfaction. 

Lifetime support, in need. 


